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Two weeks later ...

Flight 261
Still
looking
for clues

No answers
for doomed
Flight 261

Rear Stabilizer

Tail Structure
no MeC.onoN
Dews.. In asal

.The rear stabilizer is
responsible for raising and
lowering the jet’s nose
while in flight.
What might have
happened: Metal shavings
were found in the stabilizer
mechanism leading investigators to believe that the
mechanism was jammed,
thus preventing moVement
of the device.
Graphic by Jon Perre.1 Spartan Daily

Erik Anderson
AMY., nig, WRITER

At approximately 2:30 p.m.
PST on Jan. 31, Alaska Airlines
flight 261 an MD -83 en route
from Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, with
88 people aboard
lifted its
wheels off the airstrip’s pavement,
folded them neatly inside) and was
airborne.
If all went according to the
timetable, the wheels would once
again touch pavement at approxi-

mately 5:05 p.m. PST at San
Francisco International Airport.
Fate intervened, however, and
those wheels, all passengers, plus
crew and the aircraft that bore
them
never saw, much less
touched pavement again.
All 88 perished. The time of the
crash was estimated to have been
at 4:21 p.m.
It was two weeks ago today
when news broke of the Alaska
Airlines flight that crashed eight
miles off t he coast of Port
I lueneme. near Point Mugu Naval
Si at ion
Air
in
Southern
California.
The Boeing Company issued
expressed condolences to families
and friends, and the National
Transportation Safety Board

See
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Sebastian Widmann / Spartan Daily
Passengers board an American Airlines flight Friday night at the San
Jose International Airport. Weather and emergency inspections in the
wake of Alaska Airlines Flight 261 added to an already busy travel day.

Holocaust event
gets low turnout
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President Al Gore appeared to
Vice
own the McEnery Convention Center
in downtown San Jose this weekend
where state Democrats were holding a preprimary convention.
Gore supporters with their bright red
signs, many sloganed "Gray 4 Gore" dominated the airspace, dwarfing U.S. Sen. Bill
Bradley’s camp about 4 -to-1.
Bradley pitched refiirm and old-style
Democratic idealism, filling his address
with references to the past administrations
of Lyndon Johnson, Woodrow Wilson and
as well as sharing snapJohn Kennedy
shots from his own history.
"Do we want the party of the future or

spa, ta,

Democratic

Party

state

convention

the party of t he past?" Bradley isked
delivering a kind of mist mesaudience
sage. Bradley’s remarks followed those by a
who’s who of Democrats such as Bay Area
Congresswomen Anna Eshoo and Zoe
Lofgren, and US. Secretary of Energy Bill
Richardson, who repeatedly described the
Republicans as the party of the past.
"The Republicans drive by looking
through the rearview mirror," Eshoo said.
Long-time Bradley supporter, Pat
Stanyo, a director at United Teachers of Los
Angeles, said Bradley’s idealism keeps her
loyal. But Stanyo admitted her candidate
had only a lukewarm effect on the crowd of
Democrats in San Jose’s

See

Daily

Above, presidential candidate Al
Gore joins hands
with Gov. Gray
Davis and Davis’
wife, Sharon, at the
Democratic Party
state convention at
the San Jose
McEnry Convention
Center Saturday.
Left, A group of
supporters Cheer
for Gore.
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Bill Bradley

jai andidat4.
"We should be
fixing the roof
while the sun
is shining."
Al Gore

’n hlit
indidate
"As Democrats, we

should be proud of
the past seven
years."
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Personal invitations were
handed out and announcements
were posted in Joe West Hall, yet
when it looked like no one else
was going to show up, the organizers decided to just start the
film,
A group of seven took their
seats and watched in silence the
1999 film "The Last Days" by
Steven Spielberg, who six years
earlier produced "Schindler’s
List." "The Last Days" recounts
the Holocaust through the eyes of
three eyewitness survivors.
"We kind of decided that we
wanted to do this a couple of days
ago," Celeste Roberti, one of the
organizers of the event, said. "And
we think it became even more
important after the fact that we
Mond out that the Spartan Daily
had out in the paid advertisement about Holocaust studies
anI what not, so I guess we felt
this was really important."
Roberti was referring to a
Feb. 7 advertisement in the
Spartan Daily in which Bradley
Smith, director of the Committee
for Open Debate on the
Holocaust., challenged statements made by Elie Wiesel and
questioned other historical evidence.
Smith ran a similar ad in 1994
that questioned if Jews were
gassed by the Germans during
WWII.
The film "The Last Days" did a
good joh of portraying an accurate picture of the events, according to Ruberti.
She said she was glad to see it
was not as long as other documentaries on this subject.
"I also think it was great hearing from a third -generation
Holocaust survivor, who can really give us input as to what she
knows I thought that was a
really nice compliment," Ruberti
The speaker Ruberti was
referring to asked the Daily that
her name not he printed nor anything she said iii t he discussion.
After the film, t he group gathered around to listen to the
speaker and to talk about their
own reactions to the film.
Some of the participants
talked about the fear of something like the Holocaust happening again, while others were

moved by the stories themselves.
One person commented on a
story related by one of the survivors, a woman who kept with
her the few diamonds her mother
had sewn into the hem of her
skirt so she could have something
to sell in exchange for food.
The details of what she did to
keep the diamonds left a marked
impression on her.
"It’s amazing it doesn’t get any
easier to hear what happened in
the Holocaust," Julie Barren, a
staff member at Joe West Hall,
said about the film.

"They (students)
probably just
don’t take an
interest in that
anymore"
Myra lbarra
student

Barren, who had never seen
the film before, said it was moving to see personal accounts of
survivors.
"I think it’s important to make
sure that people know what happened so we could ensure it doesn’t happen again," Barren said.
Some students could have
been afraid to go, and maybe
some just thought it wasn’t worth
their time, Tina Hinckley who
attended the event Thursday
said about the poor attendance.
"There were signs in the elevator and on every floor (of Joe West
Hall)," Hinckley said.
She added that students say
they get bored, that there is not
much for them to do and they
often ask just what it is they are
really getting for their money,
then don’t attend events like this
one.
Freshman and inttrnational
business major Myra lbarra said
she would have attended the
event if she would have known
about it because she thought it
was an interesting topic.
"They (students) probably just
don’t take an interest in that anymore," (harm said.

Mock court gives inexperienced litigants opportunity to test legal waters
Trisha Santos
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Greg Thomas has never been to
Small Claims Court.
But, the junior chemical engineering major said he’s glad to
know there’s Mock Court, a place
where people can prepare. themselves for a civil lawsuit.
"It’s a good idea for anybody to

fu

gi) to mock court, including college
students," Thomas said. "It would
help those who aren’t experienced
in court."
Those thinking of pursuing a
civil lawsuit cur currently involved
in one perhaps involving a complaint about a neighbor’s dog, a dispute with a local merchant or conflict of interest between co-workers
attended "Mock Court"

Wednesday evening in Sunnyv:ile
Municipal Court to better prepare
themselves in presenting their
claims.
This service, which is provided
free of charge by Santa Clara
County Municipal Court, the Bar
Association of Santa Clara County.
Clara
District
Santa
and
Attorney’s Office, began in 1984
at
month
other
every
occurs
and

various venues.
"This is the best, turnout we’ve
ever had," said Myrna Cohen,
small claims court adviser,
attributing the 50 people in attendance tee a greater effort in advertising.
The attendees watched the case
of Larry Landlord vs. Tammy
Tenant, who were actually two
lawyers role-plaSing.

Landlord sued the defendant for
moving out without prior notice
and for leaving the apartment in
an unacceptable condition with a
dirty carpet. He wanted Tenant to
pay one month’s rent and the
cleaning bill.
Tenant, who countersued for a
withheld security deposit, asserted
See

Mock,
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Mock Court
thc mock court Is a tree seminar
held once a month on how to effectively and efficiently litigate in civil
court throughout Santa Clara County.
Sponsors:
The Municipal Court, Bar
Association. District Attorney’s
office of Santa Clara County
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Valentine’s junk clutters true meaning of love

LETTERS

Proposition 22
limits family
rights of gays
Istill can’t believe the editorial by Monica L.
Ewing in the Feb. 3 issue of the Spartan Daily.
That someone could write an opinion piece
about Proposition 22 with such naivete (or bigotry?) is amazing.
Ms. Ewing starts her ignorant editorial by stating that the proposition "adds just 14 words to the
California Family Code."
Those 14 words single out one group for discrimination.
It makes it impossible for me as a gay man in
a committed relationship to visit my sick or
injured significant other in the hospital.
It forbids me the right to receive any inheritance in the event of his death, nor would I be
allowed to receive basic health benefits as a
domestic partner. We would not be allowed the
option of adopting or receiving a fair tax break as
a couple.
What surprises me most is that Ms. Ewing
doesn’t see how this initiative increases the
rhetoric of hate and intolerance towards gays and
lesbians.
We, as gays and lesbians, are not asking for
special protection or even special treatment we
only want EQUAL protection.
We want the right to make decisions for our
partner when they are unable to do so for themselves. The right to adopt a child and not have
some homophobic lawmaker decide if we are
going to be a good parent.
We want to be able to work with our partners
to make a better life for each of us and not have to
pay twice as much in taxes or have nothing in the
event of our partner’s death.
Had Ms. Ewing done her homework, she would
have seen that the following officials oppose
Proposition 22: Governor Gray Davis, Vice
President Al Gore, Senators Bill Bradley, Barbara
Boxer and Diane Feinstein and Republican
Congressman Torn Campbell.
Ca litlirma has always been progressive in its
thinking. On March 7 let’s show the other 49
states that we know discrimination when we see
it.’ -

Before I begin another column
that goes absolutely frickin’
nowhere in madman’s rambling,
I have a quickie to perform. I meant
history lesson, perv. Trick test statement.
According to various legends, sometime during the Roman Empire, a
Christian named Valentine was executed for trying to perform marriages in a
time of war. He may have sent a message to his lover as well, just before he
was whacked. How romantic it sounds
until I realize he’s a sap. Too bloody
blind not to bribe his way out. Oh well,
martyrdom can’t be that bad ....
Anyway, after growing up with little
heart-shaped candies, cards that say "I
love you" with Mr. T on the other side
and every other misconception about
the significance of the 14th of February,
I am now realizing Valentine’s Day is
an evil, phony display of affection
exploited by a capitalist economy. By
the way, I’m not a communist.
Aside from Christmas, Valentine’s
Day is the second -most screwed up holiday. Instead of thinking about your
significant other and how they are special to you, doing something to enhance
your romance or show the love, you’re
asked to purchase crappy merchandise
and fit a stereotype.
Guys are supposed to buy Hallmark
cards, DeBeers diamonds, a box of
chocolates and/or a bunch of red roses
while planning some elaborate themed

night of dinner and entertainment. And
dolls er, women are to take a quick
trip to Victoria’s Secret, and after getting all the goodies, engage in hot,
steamy sex as a way to reward their
lovers.
OK, maybe I’m exaggerating. And
no, I’m not a sex-crazed lunatic my
drive is equivalent to a bunch of clowns
in a Volkswagen racing in the
Indianapolis 500. My romantic experience has blossomed to the extent of a
bonsai tree planted in the Sahara.
But I think "love," which appears on
all of this crap Valentine’s cards with
the picture of pro wrestler The Rock
telling us to know our role as a lover, for
example is really absent.
Some will say it’s the thought that

counts. Yeah, right.
If all you look forward to is a "toke"
face it,
of appreciation or some sex
it’s just a ten-minute high either way
well, that isn’t what love is.
What is love? Hell if I know. A poet
told me love is one of those undefinable
things, like obscenity and the meaning
of life. But you could know it if you feel
it. A box of chocolates doesn’t tell you or
someone else "That’s amore."
Feelings. Fun. I think those are two
aspects of love. Then again, who cares
what I think.
This is the first time I’ve got someone to celebrate Valentine’s with.
Unfortunately, I’m working tonight and
I can’t enjoy it. Yeah, Darth Vader is a
sensitive guy too. Nor can I check out
the Web site that someone wrote for me
or look at her expression when I give
her my handmade card. Items, you
might say. But they’re our feelings, not
some hack writer’s words for a greeting
card company. And if I weren’t working,
miniature golf, a long car drive with Al
Green on the radio and ethnic cuisine
would be the itinerary.
If you do give your lover an item,
make it something really special.
Speaking as a guy, I know it’s not
candy, cause nowadays, most women
have this anti-fat thing. Roses are too
generic there’s plenty of other plants
to choose, such as tulips, daisies, nux
vomica.
I don’t know what to get guys other
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business major
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Santa Clara Valley got bigger, not better
my flintily moved to
Win
sat( Jose in 1977, the
e it y was in the boundaim-, of the Santa Clara Valley,
on, of the most fertile growing
regions in the) world.
During spring, the fruit
orchards that ((mutilated the valley weuld explede in what can
I mly h, d.,,:,rilwd as a riot of
odor and fragrance.
Soon after that, the trees
would he laden and heavy with
luscious apricots, cherries and
whatever ot her varieties sprang
from I he thus iii soil.
Other industries were just
taking hold at the time.
Cupertino and South San Jose
were incubators for fledgling
computibr industry giants.
The chanccs I’ve seen are
inevitalile. hot mixed in terms of
what was 1,ained and what was
lost betw cm, growing fruit and
just havon: Apple.
Twenty -I hree years later, the
official name of the region
remains
on maps and old
atlases -- but the new, unofficial
name has gained growing acceptance.
Now referred to as Silicon
Valley
nicknamed for the
high-tech Nll’IT:1 it has become
Sant., t ’1.1c., V illey is not what I
think m ., , hc ideal place to live

work on a weekday, aisles and
checkout lines are jammed starting at about 2 p.m.
Just getting to and from work
has become a daily battle for
those unfortunate enough to
have to commute.
There are fleets of helicopters
dispatched twice daily by most
every news organization in the
Bay Area to keep track of all the
may
commuters
snarls
encounter, coming and going.
Increasingly, in my dealings
with fellow valley residents, I
find that not only are there more
people driving, but they are
steadily lower-quality drivers.
and work.
Our auto insurance rates
The valley has a lot working prove this.
of
livability.
against it in terms
The place isn’t all bad.
First, it is located in
I can walk less than a quarter
California, a state where per- mile from my TV and eat at any
pupil spending on education was number of restaurants, from
once No. I in the nation, but now four-star dining bistros on First
ranks in the mid -to-high 40s, out Street to burrito joints to
of the 50 states in the Union.
Chinese food for a buck.
California is an expensive
Finding that kind of variety
place, but we all scrape and sac- would be an enormous undertakrifice in order to remain here, ing in, say Podunk, Idaho.
including me.
Other aspects, such as the
Another ding in Santa Clara pleasant weather, are a plus.
Valley’s shining armor is the
Talking to my grandmother
number of people who have who lives in New York state
flooded the area in search of makes me appreciate the mild
high-tech jobs.
climate we have here.
Where once you could actually
She Wits preparing to deal
(I() your grocery shopping after
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with sub-zero temperatures, a
fairly common situation in her
neck of the woods.
I was on the phone complaining about the "bad" weather we
were having at the time.
Rain, mid-60s.
I barely had to put on a
sweatshirt to go outside, as she
told me of her driving adventure
on frozen roads.
These two small pluses do not
even compensate for the overcrowded, overpriced and overtrafficked lifestyle we lead here.
Though I haven’t picked out a
place to move to for sure, I do
know that I have had it up to
here with the mess this area has
become.
Perhaps it’s just harder to
deal with what the area has
become, knowing what it once
was.
All I know is this place is not
for me, even though I hear about
"getting a slice" of the "pie" that
the area has to offer.
It used to be you could get
cherry, or apricot pie around
here.
Now, it’s just Apple.

Lee, Steve Zmina
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than what Chris Rock suggests: food.
sex, silence.
Above all, get them something they
like, such as an item related to thenfavorite movie.
As for entertainment, there’s that
place you people call "The City." There’s
wait, nothing
downtown San Jose
there. There are the hills, churches,
other
places to take
video stores and
your special someone. There’s plenty of
from
Barry
available
White and
music
Marvin Gaye. Hell, there’s even the
San
the
at
Francisco
Zoo,
theme
love
where you can see animals getting
some sexual healing. Taking women out
to see rhinos mate isn’t exactly romantic, but it fulfills the wild part of the
relationship.
So, if you really love the other person, every day should be Valentine’s
without the crap. You should
Day
know if you’re a considerate lover
Know your role.
Be original. Don’t be the dummy of
unoriginal gift giving. Your true feelings are worth a helluva lot more than
a $2.50 Valentine’s card. Fun and feelings. It’s that simple.
Besides, if you’re in love, you’re a
sucker already. I sure as hell know I
am.
D.S. Perez is the Spartan Dolls
Investigative Reports and Copy
Editor. "Born Under A Bad Sign"
appears Mondays.
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Monster cars unsafe
for on -road driving
’ye hated sport utility vehicles
with a passion ever since they
became a craze, but I never
had any substantiated evidence
that people drive like morons
when they are behind the wheel of
a monstrous SUV.
Now I do.
A large vehicle, no doubt aptly
something
like
named
"Champion," cut me off the other
day. It moved in front of me so
quickly I was forced to slain on
my brakes to avoid hitting it.
I didn’t honk. I always forget
about honking.
I went home and turned on the
television and, lo and behold,
there was a story on the Channel
2 news about how people who own
SUVs drive too fast. Apparently, it
doesn’t feel as though they’re driving as fast as it would if they
were in a smaller vehicle..
OK, that’s fine awl dandy, but
why don’t they ever use their turn
signals?
According
to
Consumer
Reports, most people purchase
these monstrosities for safety reasons. Well, it certainly isn’t for my
safety or the rest of us in normal
sized cars. If I were in an accident
with one of these, I would probably die because the bumper would
slice off my head.
Going along with the report on
how SUV owners drive too fast,
Consumer Reports said they also
have a tendency to be involved in
more rollovers than anyone else.
This is because they’re turning
too damned fast around corners.
Hint: Look at your speedometer, dummy.
Many people purchase these
vehicles because it makes them
feel powerful or they just like
being able to see above the rest of
the traffic. 1 wouldn’t have so
much of a problem with that if
their freakin’ windows weren’t
tinted. They are already enough of
an obstruction without me not
being able to see through their
windows.
People should be more aware of
the environment. SUVs guzzle
gas as if there were an endless
supply.
Regardless of the supply, peo-
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pie ought to take into consideration their SUVs emit more carbon
dioxide than other, smaller, vehicles. Those who are aware of the
diminishing ozone layer realize
this is not a good thing.
Some SUV owners argue that
they have large families to cart
around. No you don’t. Most people
only have two kids, and last I
checked, normal sized cars are
still able to accommodate two
children.
Another reason people supposedly purchase SUVs is because
they want to go off-roading. What
a load of crap. About 25 percent of
SUV owners ever go off-roading,
according to Consumer Reports.
And those who do are destroying
the environment even more than
regular ol’ urban cowboys and
cowgirls by tearing up the wilderness.
Which brings up another interesting topic. The names of these
creatures. Here’s some, to name a
few: Wrangler, Blazer, Durango,
Cherokee,
Explorer,
Rodeo,
Pathfinder and Mountaineer.
The cowboy theme is hilarious.
What are you gonna do, rope wild
animals from the driver’s seat?
Apparently, SUV manufacturers want people to feel as though
they must conquer some rough
terrain.
At any rate, I think SUVs suck.
and I think I got my point across
Just think about it the next time
you go to purchase a car.
Erin Mayes is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page
with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point fit
view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may I".
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to
(498) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, lhIP
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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Editorial criticism Proposition 21:
racist bill meant to
target minorities

’must take strong exception with your editorial
position on the recent advertisements by the socalled Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust, particularly with your assertion, "We at
- the Spartan Daily neither defend nor challenge
(Bradley R.) Smith’s claims and accusations."
Hate speech is hate speech and no quarter should
be given to individuals or groups as notorious as Mr
Smith who couch their thinly veiled anti-Semitic
views in the ridiculous guise of "historical debate"
and First Amendment privilege. Most irksome to
’ me, though, is you position of neutrality on this
issue.
This issue is not a test of First Amendment
rights. It is the duty and responsibility of organizations such as the Spartan Daily to exercise good
judgment in what they chose to publish. It’s one
thing to publish the absurd allegations of the
Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust; it’s
another to take no stand, as if there really was some
room for open debate on this terrible chapter in
human history. You should take a stand and challenge Mr. Smith’s ridiculous assertions:
!
1) Newspapers are not bound to publish every
. ad or letter to the editor or op-ed sent in to them.
Newspapers every day do not publish any number of
ads. The San Jose Mercury News chooses not to publish ads by escort services or porn shops, for
instance, while other newspapers do so.
2) Worse is your editorial position of not speaking
out against an anti-Semitic ad you chose to publish!
Your refusal to take a position in this circumstance
is akin to being an accessory.
Please reconsider your editorial position and
exercise your role as responsible journalists with the
.:sztme fervor that you defend the First Amendment.
.Steve Lipman

is a letter to the editors at the Spartan
This
Daily who argued opposing views on
Proposition 21, the gang violence and juvenile
crime prevention initiative (bankrolled and sponsored by former Governor Pete Wilson).
You guys totally missed the mark.
Proposition 21 is clearly a racist bill.
It accuses and identifies often wrongly
youths of certain racial and economic backgrounds
and "gang members."
It is bills like this one that clearly show that
California lawmakers are on the wrong track.
It is California’s attempt in cooperation with
the ever-expanding prison complex industry and the
controversial three strike law to impose a sort of
"racial cleansing" on our Golden State.
Instead of saying that they want to try minorities
and non-white youths as adults, they use the safer
and more PC word "gang member."
It is another way for politicians to spin-doctor the
public into agreeing to put youth offenders on death
row and long-term prison sentences.
Proposition 21 will cost California taxpayers
"hundreds of millions of dollars" each year
(Legislative Analyst Report ) moneys that would
otherwise be used to improve our schools.
Proposition 21 is aimed at hurting our youth, not
helping them. Please vote No.
Ian Caton
English Major. Junior

Apathetic editorial unacceptable
Spartan Daily was wrong on two counts
The
when it published the anti-Semitic ad by
Holocaust denier Bradley Smith, of the socalled Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust.
First, while the Spartan Daily has the
Constitutionally guaranteed right to publish whatever its editors want, the editors’ argument that they
had a First Amendment duty to publish this ad is
mistaken.
. The Fhtt Amendment reats "Congress Shall make
’ no law ... abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press." This proscription applies to the state only.
The press, on the other hand, is a private enter, prise, and as such has the right to publish or not pub- lish whatever it wants.
Editorial decisions are made daily in this country
.on whether or not to run letters to the editor or
advertisements based solely on their content.
Adding insult to injury, the Daily’s editors took the

position of taking no position.
When confronted by evil, the editors wrote "We at
the Spartan Daily neitlwr defend nor challenge
Smith’s claims and accusations."
This position of studied apathy flies in the face of
the lessons that should have been learned by now
from the Holocaust: Evil triumphs when people of
good will do nothing to stop it.
Holocaust denial is anti-Semitism.
Its chief promoters are neo-Nazis, the Ku Klux
Klan and other hate groups.
The Daily should have taken a strong stand
against Smith, and in the future, we urge you to
rethink your rationale and its implications.
Yitzhak Santis
Regional Director
Jewish Community Relations Council
Peninsula Office
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Writers, Photographers and Illustrators

Today
SJSU Associated Students
A.S. 55 nomination forms are
now available in the A.S.
Government Office, located on the
third floor of the Student Union.
Deadline to turn in nominations is
March 10. For more information,
call Maria Murphy at 924-6240.
SJSU A.S.
A.S. scholarship applications are
now available in the A.S.
Government Office, located on the
third floor of the Student Union or
in the Financial Aid office.
Deadline is March 15. For more
information, call Maria Murphy at
924-6240.
A.S. Election Board
Candidate applications are currently available in the A.S.
Government Office. For mere ii) it
motion, call Claire Hargreaves .it
924-5955.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. Monday through Friday
at the Campus Ministry Chapel,
300 S. 10th St. For more information, call Father Barry at 938-1610.
Office of Academic Senate
Notninations for the Academic
Sonate genera? elections due Feb.
25 at 4 p.m. in the department
office or office of Academic Senate.
For more information, call Julie
Steinhorst It 92-I-2-140
Phi Alpha Theta History
1)epartment Society
lie-terv invited to
All lover.
111 Opell 11.11,. 1111111 I p in. to 3 p.m.
at Dudley Moorlio.o1 11.111, Room
134. For mon, lobo iii.it ion. call
Susan Ilotchkis, Al 211 0752
1)istance Education Task Force
DISI11111, ,1111,111.,11 looll 101,1111
frolll

Ip iii to

p iii iii

it.

Engineering building, Room 189.
For more information, call Melissa
at 924-2670.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Healthy self image meeting at
11 a.m. in the Student Union,
Montalvo room. For more information, call Diane Stegmeir at 2296385.
Delta Sigma Pi Professional
Business Fraternity
Condom rose sales, balloons and
singing telegrams for Valentine’s
Day from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in front
of the Spartan Bookstore. For more
information, call Nick Bressani at
924-8660.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries and art exhibitions from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, call
John or Jenny at 924-4330.
Golden Key National Honor
Society
Bring at snack to the Valentine’s
Day party at 4:15 p.m. in the
Student Union. Guadalupe room.
For more informatiori.call
Christine Williams at 924-7939.
A.S. Campus Recreation
Fencing class at 6 p.m. in
Spartan Complex, Room 89. For
tnore information, call Matt
McNamara at 924-6217.
AACF, Campus Crusade for
Christ, Next Step Ministries
and SJCC Mission’s Club
Real love week: X -Factor band
and Next Step Coordinator Eddie
Zacapa talks on real love from noon
to I p.m. in the amphitheater. For
more information, call Eddie 9232656,
SJSU Alumni Association
SJSU Alumni Association Dean’s
Scholarships available to under

If you have any questions or for more information,
please call ACCESS magazine at 408.924.3260

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Accrued compensated absences
Accrued salaries and benefits payable
Amounts payable to auxiliary organizations
Amounts payable to the CSU - campus organizations
Amounts payable to external agencies
Amounts payable to the CSU
Other liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
Unrestricted
Temporary restricted
Permanently restricted
TOTAL NET ASSETS

Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. every
Tuesday in the Chicano Resource
Center. For more information, call
Celeste at 259-5630 or Alejandra at
971-7942.
SJSU Rugby Club
Practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
at South Campus. For more information, call Terra Perret at 9247943.
Library Donations and Book
Sale
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Clark Library,
Room 408. For more information,
call the acquisitions department at
924-2705.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge
to students, faculty and staff. The deadline
for entries is noun, three days before the
desired publication date. Entry forms are
available in the Spartan Daily Office Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions Entries are printed in the order in
which they are receivml

ANNUAL RAISES
FULL BENEFITS
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

San Jose State University Foundation
BALANCE SHEET
30-Jun -99

TOTAL NET ASSETS

Tuesday

NOW HIRING!
PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS $8.85 / HR
PIT SUPERVISORS $1,400 / MONTH

Deadline for queries and portfolios is Wed. February 16 at noon

$

Liberal Studies Society
Valentine’s Day meeting from
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Student Union, Costanoan room.
For more information, call Chris
Attwood at 45101 791-3075.

L.ior? @Jo

Submit your queries and portfolios to Room DBH 213

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable, net
Pledges receivable, net
Accounts receivable from auxiliary organizations
Accounts receivable from the CSU
Investments
Prepaid expenses and other assets
Property, plant and equipment, net

Catholic Campus Ministry
Newman community gathering
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Campus Ministry Center, 300 S.
10th St. Refreshments will be
served. For more information, call
Laura McHale at 938-1610.

UPS Delivers Education
Career Center Delivers Jobs

ACCESS, San Jose States award winning magazine
is looking for contributors for its Fall 2000 issue.
It’s a perfect way to enhance your portfolio!

ASSETS

graduate and graduate students.
Application and requirement information available from any dean’s
office. Deadline to apply is March
1. For more information, call Ivy
Cow at 924-6524.

729,094
6,372,330
1,484.207
255.035
484,421
49,036,588
83,779
3.381.10

EOE/M/F

$ 61.825.619
$

1,143,269
853,345
1,270,263
13,982
14,196,216
3.523,477
179,913
7.075A0$

$ 28.2555.870

$

13,288,725
4,777,639
16.524.385

$

34.570.749

t_02.8.2.6119

MglIC‘E?

1.888.562.4877
1.408.924-6033 CAREER CENTER
Any Questions Come By the Career Center.
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continued from pagel

convention center.
"He did not capture the crowd
This is a Gore crowd," she said.
Bradley called for strict gun
control, universal health coverage, and universal daycare -something
Delaine
Eastin,
California’s superintendent of
schools, called a genuine "big
idea."
Pam Hirschfeld of Mountain
View, another longtime Bradley
loyalist, said he speaks from the
heart and never waivers on the
things that are good for America.
such as a woman’s right to choose
and respect for diversity.
On the economy, Bradley said
it could not be considered truly
healthy until more people were
moved to higher ground to enjoy
its benefits
a message that
may have been a hard -sell in
.7. pricey Silicon Valley.
"We should be fixing the roof
while the sun is shining," he said
to the crowd of Californians, who
are basking in one of the biggest
economic booms in history.
Campaign reform was high up
on Bradley’s to-do list and it was
. here that the limner star of the
New York Knicks known for
his gentleness
got down and
leveled an oblique attack at Gore
for fund-raising improprieties in
the the ’96 re-election campaign.
"Republicans have made it
clear they will hang the 1996
excesses around his neck like a
millstene," Bradley said.
"Democrats are not expected to
be in the pockets of special interests, so when we get into bed with
special intere,t, then we have a
crisis of identity. When Ger, teek the stage an
hour later. at high nom) Saturday,
he cionitered Bradley’s attack.
Thu time president was iii a fbisty.
fight:lig
lomyed by enthuintroillictions froni top
Democrats. I S
Sin

’Peanuts’
creator dies
at age 77
SANTA
It1 /SA
Al’
"Peanuts" creator Charles Schulz
died at heni,. billowing a hat ii
with cancer er,t as the last origi
nal carteen , it ItS half-century
career was being published in
newspapers worldwide.
The 77-yearold Schulz was
diagnosed with colon cancer in
November, :aid Ins spirits recently
sagged as he kittivd the disease
and pondered retirement, said
Monte Schulz.
.1ilest son.
"I think
he decided that
his true passion was in the strip.
and when that w; is gone, it was
over," Mont,. Schulz said Sunday.
"He had di n,. what he had wanted
to do, and that was it for him."
The sen said that while the
cause of ibath Saturday wasn’t
known. "a appears he died in his
sleep, almost between breath:, "
His wife, Jeannie, was with him
when he died.
On news of his passing, flirts
and colleagues across the country
hailed Schulz as an irreplaceable
artist whose work over the years
had become infused in American
popular culture.
The famous strip
with its
gentle humor spiked with a
child’s-eye view of human foibles
had one particularly endearing
trait: constancy.

continued from pagel

I erg Snail! Spartan Darly

Vice President Al Gore shakes hands with supporters Saturday at a Democratic State

Convention in San Jose. Gore’s opponent for the
Democratic presidential bid is Bill Bradley.

Barbara Boxer, and Gov. Gray 1,600 of them delegates talkDavis, who repeatedly referred to ing up the strong economy.
Gore as his friend.
"As Democrats, we should be
"Let us resolve to make the proud of the past seven years," he
Democratic campaign a contest of said referring to low unemployideas, not a tin.SS rehearsal thr ment and budget deficits.
the
Republican
National
Keeping his focus directed
Convention," Ger,. said. taking a toward the future and the
swipe at Bradley’, ri-tiaaaico: to healthy, growing tkonomy, Gore
the ’96 fund-raising scandal, and said, "And you ain’t seen nothing
Bradley’s reform drumbeat that yet," propelling many in the large
echoes the campaign rhetoric of’ crowd out of their seats, cheering.
Republican presidential candiBob Levy, a Gore supporter,
date John NIcCaln.
said the vice president has
Bradley
like McCain
has always been ahead of the curve
been railing against special inter- on the issues.
est contrilint ions tim campaigns.
"He was for the environment
something McCain and .ither before it was popular and he was
Republicans target Democrats tiir for the Internet before most elect -especially Sc ii
Dianne ids in Washington had caught
Feinstein.
on,- Levy said. "I’m supporting
(Tare stoked the already moti- the vice president for his farsightvated crowd of Aim) 3,000
edness and vision which has been

a big part of this administration’s
success."

Gore packed his energized
speech with crowd -pleasing
touches, lapsing into several minutes of passahh, Spanish and
inviting grandparents in the
audience to share tips with him.
Gore and wife Tipper became
first-time grandparents on July 4,
last year.
The vice pnsident said his
grandson is 1)1111,R:rat.
But ’,arty faithful seemed
especially revved up when the
\ACC president punched out a
refrain of fighting words through ma the speech
in marked iii trust to Bradley, who ri-H ’it ly
said he understood the fight it
spirit from los basketball ibf\
(Ati.irlua primary
Mar.).

Garden models

SJSU STUDENTS
GRADUATING IN
MAY/AUG. 2000
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ALL MAJORS
Keep your schedules open.
and clean up your regime
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(408)985-7578
X 1225

Preparation

(800) 426-2769
Mari Mahurnoto/ Spartan Daily

Senior Samantha Steger (left) and junior
Cecilia Reyes Wain their community service
requirement for their nutrition and world hunger

class by removing the crop cover in a garden
bed. They use the garden as a model for urban
agriculture.
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Faculty mentored research experience
Intensive skills building workshops
Preparation for the GRF
Assistance with grad applications and funding sources
Opportunity for publication a
Whin of
research findingsz. ,;si;
Regional AuftkAiiiiiltiOnaltravr
On-campus hott#ing and
$2400 stipend

till

I 1*-1143 !
LIVE AND LEARN
JAPANESE.
The Waseda Oregon Transnational Program, Fall 2000 and
Spring 2001, is a comparative US -Japanese Societies study
program that mixes US-based and international students
with undergrad lliltCS from the prestigious Waseda
University, Tokyo, Japan. Thrcc levels of’ Japanese language
instruction are offered in addition to US-Japanese Societies
courses in the humanities and social sciences. Scholarships
dap to $1000 arc available! For more information, contact:
Waseda Oregon Programs Office
(800) 823-7938
(503) 223-7938
www.opie.org
infoOPopie.org

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY
The McNair Scholar Program is now accepting applications
for 2000 - 2001. Program begins with summer research from
June 5 to July 28, 2000. Benefits include:
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that she did give Landlord onemonth’s notice by leaving a message on his answering machine
and the condition of the carpet
was the natural result of regular
wear and tear.
She said she should not have
to pay the cleaning bill nor one
month’s rent.
"Landlord -tenant disputes
over cleaning and damage
charges deducted from the security deposit are most common in
small claims court," Cohen said.
After the mock trial, attendees were given some guidelines
to follow.
They were advised to keep
their argument clear and concise, since the judge has only 10
minutes to hear each case.
If there is evidence to be presented, they were advised to
make three copies: one for themselves, one for the other party,
and one for the judge.
Instead of passing around one
copy of evidence, having three
copies will save time.
Lastly, the judge addressed
the most common occurrence in
small claims court: disparaging
the other’s character.
Peoph, tend to believe that
television shows such as
"People’s Court" or "Judge Judy"
display typical courtroom behavior.
The attendees were advised to
stay away from that tendency
since it also wastes time.
Mediation
when two parties sit down with a third neutral party
was offered as an
alternative to small claims

court. Cohen said that in mediation, both parties can take as
much time as they ’need to come
to a compromise, rather than
having a judge decide their case
within a short span of time.
"It’s a win -win situation and
the service is free," Cohen said.
Those who attended mock
court said they felt more prepared for their case.
"I’d recommend this to anybody who is thinking about
going to small claims court,"
Chris Flowers said.
Jackie R., who did not want to
give her full name because of
ongoing litigation, said that
mock court is an excellent opportunity for the community to
understand the court system.
"Court can be intimidating to
someone without a background
in law," she said.
One aspect of mock court
Jackie R. said she would change
was the question-answer session
after the mock trial.
"I wish they ,had taken more
time to answer individual questions," she said.
As for the judgment in the
Larry Landlord vs. Tammy
Tenant case, the judge ruled for
the defendant.
The judge said he questioned
Mr. Landlord’s credibility when
he claimed he never received a
notice and yet he rented out
Tenant’s apartment soon after
she moved out.
However, the judge said
Tenant should have given
Landlord a written notice rather
than leaving a message on the
answering machine.
Tenant did not have to pay
one month’s rent and the cleaning bill and was awarded half of
the security deposit of $300.
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"Thanks is not enough. We never met her but we wish her a
lifetime of happiness."
As an egg donor you can help do something good tor others. If you’re
between the ages of 21 - 33, and would like to t Ind out more ilsout the
egg donation process, please call us. Compensation for your time and
commitment in this confidential process ranges from $4000 to 5000
per doration.

4 Reproductive Science Center
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that
the
National
Transpor’Aion Safety Board
"Even if it was, I believe that driving is
would know the exact cause of
craslh.
more dangerous than flying.
The board was not
the
continued from pagel
releasing any more specific inforStatistically it is not a big deal."
(NTSB) immediately began an mation as of press time.
The horizontal stabilizer, is a
investigation of the crash.
Robert Grott
The MD-80 series, made origi- small wirm, similar in operation
nally by McDonnell Douglas to the mein set of wings.
Airline passenger
"It does the same thing," Neel
Corp., had became part of Boeing
Co. with merger of the two com- said. "It raises and lowers the
jet’s nose," he said
panies.
At 3:50 p.m. the crew is heard
The purpose of the stabilizer
The main wings provides the wing is to provide an opposing discussing a problem with the
The MD-80 has since become
the 717-200 under Boeing. The lift that carries the plane in force to that of the main wing to stabilizer. At 4:15 p.m., the crew
last of the MD-80 ’series was flight. The center of the force correct the tilt, he said.
requested clearance to Los
delivered to Trans World Airlines upon the wings as the plane
The
2 -inch-thick
screw, Angeles International Airport
(TWA) on Dec. 21, 1999. A total of moves th rough the air
which anchored at one end to the main due to the problem.
1,191 in the series were made. starts near the front edge of the frame of the plane’s tail section,
They were at an altitude of
wings
moves
progressively raises and lowers the stabilizer less than 10,000 feet at the time.
Another 114 of the MD-90 series
ack
b
farther
under
the wing as through a motor is attached to
were ordered with 111 having
It would be interesting to see
the plane picks up speed, Neel the top of the stabilizer. The sta- if there was a correlation with
being delivered.
"There’s five models in the said.
the
time it had been in the air,
bilizer is moved up and down as
Becawie the center of gravity the motor rides up and down the and for how long, Neel said.
MD-80 family," said Warren
for the plane
a combination of screw.
Lamb, a spokesman for Boeing.
Records are kept on every
Although the MD-80 series engine, airframe, fuel, passenger
A piece of the screw from part of a plane, recording both
rests Flight 261 had been found, bro- the number of times it has gone
will no longer be made, it will not and luggage weights
somewhe re in the.. center of the ken off the base. It has not been in the air referred to as ’cycles’
soon be forgotten.
"I heard about it on the news," wings, the’ center of balance for determined whether the piece
and the length of time, Neel
also broke off before or as a result of said.
said Gloisa-Faye Garcia, a sopho- the plane - front to back
somewhere’
in the center of the crash.
more in chemical engineering at rests
On Feb. 9, the National
the wingti.
San Jose State University.
Further study of the wreckage Transportation Safety Board
When
the
center
of
force
upon
Garcia came in contact with
revealed the presenee of metal ordered inspection of three airthe accident in a more personal the wings during flight is near shavings in the area of the mech- craft undergoing heavy maintethe front . the resulting imbal- anism leading investigators to nance. The next day, inspections
way as well.
the pitch of the air- believe that the stabilizer had were ordered for all aircraft after
"At church, we had a moment ance, cau
of prayer for the victims and the craft to tilt ke.kward. Then as become "stuck."
signs of wear were found.
families. A member of our church the speed increa:,.:. ;mei the’ cen61-0 diagnosis would conGlenn Roose, station supervi( had) approached the pastor, " ter of force !nee,- 1,, \\ zird the firm discussions made by the sor for Alaska Airlines at the San
I he pitch crew during the last 30 minutes Jose Airport, said that two MD said Garcia, who attends back edger on dm
f, irward. If of flight, confirmed information 80’s had been checked the previUnited of the ai rcraft
Valley
Evergreen
uncorrect ed. tic , id ii will head obtained from the voice recorder ous night at the Oakland airport.
Methodist church.
box.
The member was a friend or into a noi;e divi Neel
"They were flown here this
relative of one of the passengers.
"1 felt sadness come over me. It
hit home," Garcia said.
"I read about it on Yahoo," said
Vi Nguyen, an accounting and
business graduate, currently
working in the Student Union. "I
feel sorry for the people who
(died) in the crash."
A cockpit voice recorder (CVR)
and a digital flight data recorder
(DFDR) has been recovered giving officials a look into what may
have been the cause.
A part referred to as a
jackscrew is thought to be the
cause.
The jackscrew is part of the
aircraft’s horizontal stabilizer
trim aQtlig,j6m-xnechanism, said
Dave Neel chair of SJSU’s aviation denaFfitieriTi Neel addil!cl

Crash

INTERNSHIP
POSSIBILITIES
FOR ALL SJSU
STUDENTS

morning," Roose said Saturday.
times a year.
Regarding the effect the crash
Barr said she was not overly
has had upon business, Rosser concerned. "I know they have an
said had noticed no indication been checked over."
that customers had been going
"If you have to go somewhere,
with other airlines. "We have what choice do you have?" said
been keeping track and we Patty Schom, who works for a
noticed no drop," Roos said.
public relations firm in Seattle.
"You know it obviously gives
She was glad, however, that
an heightened awareness of air she would be taking a 737. "rm
travel, but I’m still confident," happy that its not, (an MD-80)"
said Brent Reed, who resides in Schom said. "I don’t think people
Portland. He makes roughly four are entirely confident."
flights a week, he said.
Shcom said she thought the
. Robert Grott of Pathway accident hit close to home. ",It
Consulting in Portland flies with was a terrible situation. They
Alaska Airlines when he can. (Alaska Airlines) did everything
Although he would be flying a they could for the families you
737 on Saturday, he said it would have to respect that."
make no difference if was a MDSJSU student Nghia Luong,
80.
an undeclared business major,
"Even if it was, I believe that was
pragmatic.
"Accidents
driving is more dangerous than always happen," he said.
flying," Grott said. "Statistically However, Luong said, he was still
it is not a big deal."
leery.
Mary Ann Barr, a San Jose
"I usually try to stay away
resident was just returning from from airlines that have crashes
a ski trip, said she flew a couple recently, like TWA," Loung said.
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pkg., by Douglas Rider / Spartan Daily
(Left) Mark Philippoussis displays the first place plate after
beating Mikael Tillstrom in the singles final of the Sybase Open
Sunday at the San Jose Arena. Philippoussis won his second
consecutive Sybase Open title, defeating Tillstrom 7-5, 4-6, 6-3.

BUY RECYCLED.

(Above) Philippoussis returns a serve from Tillstrom in the
final set Sunday. The 23-year-old Australian eventually captured
the set 6-3 on his way to defend his tournament title. For his
efforts, Philippouss is took home $49,500 in winnings.

Thp Spartan
Daily makes
cents!

don’t believe
everything
you feel.

If this was your ad, you
would have spent p.2.22
to advertise all over

Dealin’ Aces
Philippoussis
serves his way
to Sybase title
;.for second
straight year
isClatissa Alicilier a
"....ihati.r Ass, ,
r
;//,,ll
For the second year in a row
ark Philippoussis had an ace up
is sleeve.
Philipisoussis captured his secrid straight Sybase Open title
the help of 19 aces against
Mikael Tillstrom on Sunday in
the finals it the Sall Jose Arena.
"I did lots to deb,nd this title,"
the 23-year-lit Australian said.
’;", "As the match went on, my
rhythm got better on the serve
;..and the rhythm got better as the
match
went
on,"
said
Philippoussis, who won his eighth
career ATP (Association of Tennis
Professionals title.
"Every match got better and
better. I felt fresher in every
match," he said.
Sunday defending the title
meant fighting off Tillstrom in
three sets 7-6, 4-6, 6-3.

also meant putting his No.1
his serve, to good use.
At every serve 1 pay attention
Ii the radar gun," Philippoussis
said.
Sunday the radar gun clocked
14 serves at more than 130 mph.
He hit one of his fastest serves at
137 mph at the championship
point against Tillstrom.
Even though Tillstrom had
plenty of practice this week to
advance to the finals, he wasn’t
prepared for the serves at 130
mph.
"When you go into a match like
this you know he is going to hit
aces," said Tillstrom, who participated in his first ATP final.
"It’s tough when he serves like
this," Tillstrom said.
In
the
semifinal
round,
Philippoussis had used his strong
serves to defeat No. 5 seed Jim
Courier in the last match with
fbur aces.
The serves were 131, 138,131
and 134 hir the match point. The
serve at 1:SS mph was the fastest
recorded at the tournament.
Courier
complimented
Philippoussis on his quick serves.
"When he is hot, he hits winners," said Courier, who appeared
in his first Sybase Open semifinal
after losing to Michael Chang in
1995.
Against
Courier,
Philippoussis hit 13 aces and hit
80 percent of his break point conversions.
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Open Classes

FRENCH

ITALIAN

Department of Foreign Languages

RUSSIAN
SPANISH

would
score?

AFRICAN -AMERICAN STUDIES
AFAM 22(1) Humanities in African-Americen Culture
I I

-

AFAM 100W (1) Writing Workshop
MW
1303-1415
BC 002
hinniter Blackman
nr0000 advanced wiring skills by studying principal techniques of communocation in the lilak
ornmunIty as they relate to Black music ’aerator,a and politics Salosties tippet division *Moog t.-,wo
(PrerequIsotes Fngl IA A IB or equovelent) 3unds

v.-VIVI save

HE

META MARION
Scholarships
Available

1
Ml
1500-1745
In los Bulls,Bhany
Ai/alysts of several Of the must important Alf/can American creative art forms dill pry,
attention to Slack contributions in music literature cinema photography and paining

DEPRESSION

CHINESE

Why don’t you...

AFAM 111 (1) African Nations

ID CD CI) CD

AFAM 130 (1) Psychology of the Black Community

Take a FREE Test Drive and find out!

1900.2145
W
DMH 1498
Avvetu Simesso
Analysis of African sometoes owe time. beginning veth the Africa of ancient mvileations followed by Africa
3 units
under European colonialism and concluding with the seeping changes in contemporary Alma

Pain in the neck?!

.s

Philippoussis also let Ins pow .
out on Justin Gimelstob17-6, 6-4),
honald Agenor (6-3, 6-4) and
Guillermo Canas (7-6, 4-6, 7-6).
Calms was Philippoussis’ first
match of the tournament.
"The toughest was the first
match. I don’t know how I got out
of the
first
match," said
Philippoussis.
One match that many had
looked forward to but didn’t happen was the defending champion
going against this year’s No. 1
seed, Andre Agassi.
Hopes of that washed away
when Agassi withdrew from the
tournament on Wednesday.
Agassi was diagnosed with
spondylisthesis, a condition where
a lower vertebrae in the spine was
slightly fbrward of the tailbone,
said Agassi’s doctor Lenny Stein.
Stein had noticed inflammation in
his Agassi’s back and said he was
expected to return in a few days.

Campus...

MW
1000.1115
BC 002
Joe Canton
Impact or Black society and culture on personality grown is light of current sociological and social psy
kJ-ono..., studies Social interaction group membership *dun the Black commundy and its influence
t units
on the shaping or behavior

AFAM 143 (1) Politics of Poverty and Welfare in African
American Communities

Now is

your chance to take a practice

DH 416
MW
0900-1015
Bridged Jones
Poverty on the United States particularly as I relates to the African American commundy Analyies role of gi..
nom/rent and the effects <0 Oro rural rectors nn the sncon econnmoc well being of Ahocan Americans 3units
AFAm 150(1) West African

GM AT 8:30 am GRE 9:15 am
MC AT 10:00 am LSAT 1:00 pm
DAT 12:45 pm

1900-2145
MUS 211
and dance of the Atoocan Diaspora with an emph asos o n its cultural

AFAM 152(l) The Black Women
M
1900.2145
SCI 253
Jennder Blackman
Understanding historical and Guttural !actors influencing the Black women such as slavery WW1 and doyen,
limning the contributions and stoengurs Pluck families provide to and lor theo tarnolms and culture 3 unots
AFAM 155(1) The Black Athletics in US
Tilt
0900-1015
Stan Butler

9C002
race relation and u

This coo,. ex/intones the signatcants and impact of Black Athletics on popular culture
3 units
society

AFAM 150(1) The Black Man In US Politics
MW
1130-1245
Joe Canton
This course examines the intellectual. polecat ain,ggiaa and courro,,,,c,,
Smarty

BC002
road,the Black Man on US

under real test conditions Experience

Tomorrow!

Drumming and Culture

Th
Cornelius ladzekoo
A study of th e instrumental nuoSoc. SOng.
1 unda
iinirio

test

Kaplan, Test Drive and you’ll ’scene individual teedback on your porlonnance
Don’t miss this free oppo Sorely to fond out how you would scorn on nut 1,11 00.11

San Jose State University

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST to register!
Or take It online from February 15-29 at kaptestdrive.coml

3 units

AFAM 151 (1) Black Images in American Film & TV
1330-1615
w trio
e repo.alm
..M
o of Black people in Film and IV
athuis ouddryBisuatiaerrsaiiiaii
AFAM 196M Harlem Renaissance Literature and Theatre
Ethel Walki’r
MW
1330-1445

F1GH11F1

the prultoopheta *tit., and artists trot^ ruin id 2010 century
98t1h4rough 1930 the
pP4 through
ideas which reflected the NPW Negro
3 units

students .01 explore divergent

tribl
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.b0M AOL keyword: kaplan

lasst ied
PHN: 408-924-3277

FAX:

408-924-3282
4E

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for predicts or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist or paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

VALET PARKERS Part-time.
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and have
a valid COL. Immediate opening &
flexible schedules available. Earn
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call
1-925.2161232. Golden Gate Valet

FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR,
HOST. FT & PT available. Busy
family style restaurant in S’vale.
MOTHERS HELPER for 2 yr old All shifts avail. Flex hrs. $9.25 to
boy. $7/hr W & Th 5:45-9:45pm start. Call Wendy @ 733-9331.
& every other Fn. 408-8714508.
CHILDCARE San Jose First United
RECEPTIONIST, PT or FT. phones. Methodist Church is in need of
It. clerical work. 10 min from Childcare! We are looking for
SJSU. M-Th 9-5:30. Fri. 9-2. Call dependable childcare attendants
Heather 995.6425.
for our loving nursery. All applicants should like working with
CHILD CARE- EARN EXTRA It children, be able to work some
working special events. Temp. evenings and weekends & be able
Flex hrs. $8.50/hr. Exp/ref req. to start immediately. Starting
800-942-9947
positions pay $8-$10 per hour. If
you are interested please. contact
BOX OFFICE- Seasonal Ticket Jennifer @ 408-294-7254 or fax
Sellers for box office at performing resume to 408-294.3960.
arts venue. Telephone/window
ticket sales and related duties. THERAPIST POSITION to work
Computer, customer service with Autistic Children. Must be
skills. P/T flex hours days. wknds, within 12 mo. from a BA in Psych.
& eves available. Resume to Villa Child Dev. MFCC. etc. Own trans.
Mont alvo PO Box 158, Saratoga. CA various locations. 1 yr commit95071 or fax 408,961-5850. EOE. ment req. Ph: 408/280-1112.
Fax: 408/280-1113.
LIVE-IN NANNY/HSKPR, Los
Gatos Home. Mon thru Fn 4 8pm,
EGG DONORS NEEDED
some Sat/Sun. eves. Pvt room, Make a dream come true be an
board, and phone. 402-0140 (h). egg donor. All Ethnicities Welcome.
Ages 21-30. Excellent Health.
653-4460(w).
Generous Compensation.
Convenient SF Clinic.
GRAPHIC ARTIST position available. Must be enrolled in SJSU 18067342015 or pfpc@pfmc.com
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
School of Art. Must be familiar
with PhotoShop. Illustrator &
Quark%Press. 20 hrs/wk, 32 $200 MILLION IS SPENT ON
hrs/summer. Work study pre- advertising tactics aimed at YOU!
ferred. Contact Student Union Want a piece? Log onto www.
Admin. Office 924-6310.
TeamMagma.com for information
on how to earn money now.
ARTS & CRAFTS business close
to SJSU needs 2 people. 1 general CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now
help & 1 gottabe PC literate. Good hiring part-time Wknds & or Thurs.
Flex hours. Advancement oppty.
Job, Flexible Hours. 984-4020.
Free movies. Apply in person
SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC. 3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All COMPUTER/NETWORK TECHS
Shifts. Security Officers. Mobile Compaq Computers. Hands-on
Patrol OfficetsTop Pay With Many experience.required w/networks.
Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or desktop & laptops. Install & con.
apply is person. lam to 7pm. 7 days fijure software & hardware coma week. 5550 Mendian Ave. Si.
ponents. Helpdesk advanced
troubleshooting & problem solving.
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
Build software images on laptops.
Valet Parking Attendants Needed PT school year, FT other. $15.12/hr.
Local valet company in search of Contact Dick Sillan with resume
enthusiastic and hardworking
@ FAX: 408-323-5311, E-MAIL:
individuals to work daytime and
Rsillan@AOL.corm PHN: 408-268evenings. PT/FT. weekdays and
4378. leave message
weekends available. We will work
around school schedule. Lots of TELEMARKETING Past/Full-Time
fun & cam between $8 .$15/hour. Newspaper Subscromns. Hourly
Call 14081867-7275.
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
SOCIAL SERVICES F/T & P/T Media Promotions 408-494 0200.
Entry level. Gain exp w/DD adults
M-F, 7.3. 51280-1600/mo. F/T, YOUTH SPORTS COORDINATOR
Xlnt bene. P/T make your own Central YMCA. 1717 The Alameda
schedule Call 800680 1070
in San Jose. is looking for an Outi
reach Youth Sports Coordinator
MARKETING INTERNS NEEDED for the Burbank area. This PT posiON SITE Dental Care (OSDC). tion requires 20 hours per week
www.onsite-dental.com seeks dunng afternoons. evenings & Satoutgoing students with good urdays, and entails the urganizai
conversational skills. Must drive eon, administration & manage
to corporate worksites in Silicon ment of year-round sports leagues
Valley and represent OSDC in a for youth, ages 3-12. Position)
professional manner. Flexible involves hands-on program
days available. Hours 10:00am to involvement and work with volun1:30pm. Duties: Schedule dental teer community members. Appliappointments, set-up displays, cants must have experience workanswer questions and represent ing with youth, basic knowledge of
OSDC at promotional events. Email a variety of sports, excellent comresumes to pubeflonsitedental.com munication and organizational
or fax to 16501227.0300.
skills. One year commitment.
Spanish speaking candidates
LEAD-SINGER KEYBOARDIST strongly encouraged to apply.
WANTED for Church Praise Band, Deadline is 2/25. Submit
Call Pastor Dahl. 408-867-0822.
resumes to Natalia Mercadal, Program Director, Central YMCA
RTNESS INSTRUCTOR/PERSONAL 1717 The Alameda, San Jose, CA
TRAINER ACSM. or ACE Certifica- 95126. or call 408.298.1717 for
tion Preferred. $7.5049.00/hour, more information.
starting wage + commissions.
Earning Potential of $20+per hour.
Fax resume to: 408-267-0264.
UFEGUARD positions available
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
Santa Teresa Blvd. 408-226.9622
For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Fast placement, no fees
Office nobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temato+lire/Direct Hire
San Jose to San Mateo
Phone: (650) 325-1133
Fax: (650, 325-3639
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
91500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get SE PAID II
to lose up to 30 lbs.
in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (4081793-5256

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors
P/T TUTOR POSITIONS AVAIL
Tutor children (ages 3-81 w/aOlism
Will train. $12/hr. 408-937-9580.
BEH/ED TUTORS to work with
children with Autism. Majors:
Psy. Soc, Child Dev. Sp Ed. Ed. No
experience required. Flexible hours.
Competitive pay. 408-218-5208

DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS. & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of Santa
Clara Valley is now hiring
Preschool Teachers & After-School
Recreation Leaders for our Child
Care Centers throughout San Jose.
Cupertino, Santa Clara. Los Gatos.
Saratoga. Campbell. Evergreen,
Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & parttime positions avail. Hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams.
great experience in working with
children, career advancement.
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units in
ECE. Educ. Rec. Psych, Soc. Phys
Ed &/or other related fields. Please
call Beth Profio at 408-2918894
for information & locations or fax
your resume to 408.298-0143.

’RAVEL

MOMMAN

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
Europe $448 WI taxes)
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 2000!!
Hawaii $129 (0/w)
Mexico/Caribbean $189
taxes)
Call: 800-834-9192
www.airhitcherg

SJSU INTERNATIONAL NOUN
One space available for
female resident!
Fun & friendly environment
5 Minute walk to campus
Well-equipped Kitchen
Computer & Study rooms
2 Pianos arid Game rooms
"Laundry facilities
*Parking
For American & International
Students
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
San Carlos & San Salvador).

FOR SALE
CD/CDROM OUPUCATION 99C as
Hi Speed cassette copies $2 ea
100 VHS T30 $3 75ea 2867033

WORD PROCESSING

NEED A ROOMMATE? Check Out
the SHARED HOUSING section of
your SPARTAN DAILY CLASSFEDS1

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
TUTORS WANTED to help prepare
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
underachieving secondary students CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
Gran Projects, etc.
INSURANCE
for college. AVID program.
All formats, specializing in APA.
offers positions for:
2-12 hr/wk, $7418/hr. Locations Directors Assistant Directors
Mtro/mini tapetranscription. Fax.
AUTO INSURANCE
in schools throughout county.
Experienced, dependable,
Teachers Teacher Aides
Campus Insurance SenACe
Contact Zech, 831/479-5317 or FT & PT opportunities available
quick return.
Special Student Programs
zjoseph@santacruz.k12.ca.us
working with infant/toddler,
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
pres...hool & school age children.
’Great Rates for Good (*Mors’
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
"Good Rates for Non-Good DriversEMPLOYMENT
salary, excellent benefits package
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
HEALTH/BEAUTY
to FT & PT employees and an
’Good Students" "Educators"
MEN & WOMEN
Education/Schools enriching work environment. For
’Engineers" "Scientists"
positions avail at our centers in:
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
FREE QUOTE
or using chemicals. Let us
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids? Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
NO HASSLE
Join the team at Small World Morgan Hill & Redwood City
permanently remove your
NO OBLIGATION
all (408) 371.990) or
unwanted hair. Back -Chest - Lip
Schools and get great experience
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
working with kids ages 5- 12.
fart resumes to (408) 371-7685
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
Students & faculty receive 15%
LOW COST AUTO INSURANOt
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
competitive pay. benefits for FT, For more info about CDI/CDC & discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/31/00.
Free Auto Registration
excellent training, and a fun work qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Lowest Down Payment
environment. FT and PT avail. Jobline @ 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Debi
Lowest Monthly Payment
able. Call 408/283-9200 ext. 21.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
(408) 379-3500.
As Low as $25 Monthly
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler, and
Call Now 408-371-4316
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
Preschozi Teachers and Aides. F/T &
K-8 school seeks responsible
CONFIDENTIAL
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
BEST RATES ON
individuals for extended daycare. P/T positions available. Substitute
FOR WOMEN
AUTO INSURANCE
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units positions are also available that
Free Phone Quotes
Includes pregnancy testing.
required. Previous experience with offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
HIV testing, pap smear testing,
No Driver Refused
children preferred. Please call
244-1968v 16
not required for Aide positions.
emergency contraception.
4x4’s
Excellent oppportunity for Child STD screening, physical exams,
Accidents
birth control pills, DepoProvera
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY Development majors. Please call
Cancelled
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
shots, condoms, etc.
& LOVE CHILDREN??
Tickets
fax resume to 248-7350.
ABSOLUTELY
TOP PAY!
D.U.I.
CONFIDENTIAL 8. FREE.
Immediate temp/perm
S.R. Filing
Available 7 days a week by
Good Student Discount
substitute positions as
Call us now
ANNOUNCEMENTS appointment. Ask for Dr. Nunez,
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
408-942-0980
40E-2444100
at After School Programs.
WIN FREE
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat
MANAGER & SALES ASSOCIATES SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(408) 866.8550
AL4COVERAGUNSURAW
Cap Factory at the Valley Fair Mall wanted. Fun environment, close to
SEGA DREAMCAST
hafgeeeeel.e.OM 77:
has immediate openings for a FT SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
TRIP FOR 2 CANCUN
Manager (will train) as well as FT hours. Central YMCA 298-1717x34. TEACHERS/AIDES/LEM/tn.
Already 1 SJSU winner:
& PT sales. We offer competitive
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec, Dept
for your Free lottery ticket,
wages and flexible schedules. Call W YOU ENJOY EATING ICE CREAM Elementary School Age Recreation
contact your collegeclub.com
Jon Steinberg at 800.222-HATS.
& dnnking coffee & getting paid for prog. P/T hrs. 2.6pm, M-F. A few campus rep or send an e-mail to
it. Freddie’s Ice Cream and Desserts positions avail approx 7am-11am.
sjsuprizes@collegeclub.com
SOCIAL SERVICES Part time is the place for you! Freddie’s is Xlnt salary. no ECE units req.
(8-25hours/week) positions avail- opening March 4th, in Naglee Park Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
SCORE BIG, SCORE OFTEN with
able with youth serving agency. on E. San Carlos St. at S. 11th St.
MYBYTES.COM. Register today
Opportunities include gang preven- Freddie is looking for qualified people TEACHERS
INSTRUCTORS
and get a free CD of cool music
tion specialist, after school coordi- to smile, scoop, brew. create and P/T Instructors Elem, Schools. and much more.
nator iatinsk middle school), data on occasion, when no one else is Degree / Credential NOT Required.
ACROSS
entry and admin support. Bilingual looking, lick! Freddie’s is a great Opportunity for teaching exp. Need ATTRACTIVE, PARTY LOVING 20’
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Niagara Spanish a plus. Salary $8- $12 an part-time job. with flexible hours, a Car. VM: 1408(287-4170 ext. 408. something already dating energetic
6 Window frame
hour. Resume and cover letter to great manager. & a fun atmosphere. EOE/AAE
movie buff. How’d they meet? Turns
10
Served
perfectly
Gel Scouts of Santa Clara County - If you are interested in working here
out she’s his friends cousin.
=WU MOM WNW
14 "Farewell,
Dept. MM. 1310 S. Bascom Ave., call 408-278-1912 or e-mail us at SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring Sixdegrees showed them the
000M =WOW RIPILIM
Pierre"
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail: Freddielce@aol.com
Preschool & School Age Asst, connections, mov.sixdegrees.com
15 Flu symptom
UMW OMMMU NMMM
personnel@girlscoutsofscc.org or
Directors. Teachers and Aides.
16
Run
away
MEMO
MOOMONW
Fax(408) 2878025. AA/EOE
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL PT & FT with excellent benefits
17
Gondolier’s
needs insturctors, part or full time Call 370.1877 x 29.
MOON MUM
SERVICES
waterway
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science in car or classroom. Good Pay.
UOMMUMMEI
NUMUW
18 Swerve
programs. Need reliable car & Company car. Over 18. HS Grad. EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
OMB MOND WOWNM
19 Tipper exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will Moral character. 408,971.7557
At Bright Horizons, we are seeking accepting students who wish to
MOO MOM IMMIX
20 Look at
train. Mad Science 408/262-5437.
talented and caring child care excel in playing guitar or bass. All
21 Beauty salon
OUNOM MUM OUM
DEUVERY DRIVERS -Now Hiring professionals to join our growing levels welcome: Beginning,
result
@Wan] MMMOMMUN
Si STARTUP needs a few P/T Part -Time or Full -Time, Day or network of Family Centers. FT Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
24 Naturalist
driven, energetic telemarketers. Night. Earn $8 to $14 an hour. opportunities with Infants - any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
MMUla MOM
John Experience in tele/customer seri Apply in person: PIZZA A GO GO. Preschool, S/A & Subs. We Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk, Call
MUNNW
MOMMUMW
25 Gather (leaves)
vice required. Flexible hours, 117 E. San Carlos St.
offer competitive salaries and an Bill at 408-298-6124.
MMOU
MEMO@ UOKU
Tell
26
friendly environment, growth
excellent benefit package to
29 Popular ski
RUM MUM UMW
oppatunnes. $16/hr 1XE. Fax/email WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T include tuition reimbursement. Golden West Student Dental Plan
resort
DOM MOM@ NMUN
resumes: to 408.260-8731. Monday through Friday, good Join us in working with tomorrow’s
Only $57.00 per year,
home
"GWTVV"
32
Idoan@datasoftconsulting.com
clawunowFwu.sr...A.
schedules. Your vehicle with clean leaders at our state of the art
Save 30% . 60%
33 Old cattle town
DMV & acceptable insurance facilities where children as well as
on your dental needs.
34 Promise
DOWN
follower
COLLEGE ACHIEVERS!
coverage. If you like money, careers flourish. Call Toll Free
For info call 1-800-655.3225.
37 Flower that
1 _Coilf.roft
33 Act like a wolf
Nat’l. Mktg. Co. interviewing ambi- independence & being around 877-336-3596.
blooms
at
night
2
"An
app
le
34
Mouse cousin
tious individuals who are looking interesting people, call Gold Rush www.brighthorizons.com
YOUR PERSONAUTY
41 No longer
35 Norwegian port
for a people-oriented career. Need Express. 408-292.7300, or visit
DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS.
working:
abbr.
3
Queue
36
Put on
4 sharp people to help direct local us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
Know why? Call for your free
42 Kind of lily
4 Meadow
38
pictureserexpansion. Business & Liberal Ask for JR or Frank Sr, or Randy. & Regular Class 88.60411.52 hr. personality test. The Scientology
Mexican
pot
43
5
Element
used
screen
Arts Majors encouraged to apply. For ’hustlers" the pay & benefits
Testing Center 800-2938463
Saratoga School District.
44
Golf
score
in
matches
439
0
DPeesct0emr
poses
Exceptional income potential. Call can be surprisingly good.
Cal 867.3424x504 for application
45 Shooting star
6 Relish
408.260.8200 to be considered.
& information. Immediate Need.
47 Claim on
7 Gets older
44 Animals
property
8 Birdfeeder treat 45 Hr. part
49 Swine
9 "Present!"
46 Creamy drink
50 Destroying
10 Coverlet
47 Embankment
54 Trim the grass
FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CAI.L 408-924-3277
11 Billowing
48 Yale vines?
57 We try harder
garment
49 Tablets
folk
12 Creepy
50 Foolish
58 Pitch
13 Doe
51 Not that
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
59 Din
22 Edge
52 vAeuhtoeb hn
.
61 Paws
23 Imagine
vehicle
62 Matinee
24 Haunted-house 53 Jog
man
sound
54 Small amount
[JUJUIJDUJJJJUCII[JULIJUDUCIUU:LLIJUQU
63 Inaugural
26 Caesar’s road
55 Safety=.
words
27 Church part
aWfioerrd.rniddie.
56
[J111111111_111111_111[JUW_I_JIJaJUULUJJUJUILJJ
64 Hardy
28 Stew over
heroine
3209 Gp0eenteTroeuassIdy
or ’wild"
JUI111[_f_f_t_ill[Jr_t_111JJ11[..f_JUJEJJJUJILAJJEJJJ
65 Perches
ale
60
66 "Super!"
31 Upsilon
need

Daily

ROSSWORD
ROSS

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

__JULS_I[JULIJULFJLIJ[JLIJUIJUJUILIJUULLILILILI
Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
3 lines

Certain advertisements In
these columns may Mier the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or add
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

LIFEGUARD & Swim instructors
SECURITY
wanted. Fun Environment. Flexible
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
hours. No experience necessary. We will train you. Student Friendly.
Close to SJSU. People skills a F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends.
must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
offered through June. Call Central
Flexible Schedule.
YMCA (408) 298171704 or vise
408.247-4827
1717 The Alameda, San Jose.
THE OLD SPAHETT1 FACTORY
EGG DONORS NEEDED! All races. Now hiring for part time positions.
Ages 21-30. Compensation $5.000.
We offer:
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry. Flexible schedules. day or evening,
a great environment with
1-800.886.9373
www.fertilityoptions.com
excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Majors: We have of: awn training program!!
HOPE Rehabilitation Services. We are looking for neat, bright. &
a non-profit agency which offers a energetic pea* in the blowing aeas:
variety of quality services for indi. Food Server 121 or older please),
victuals who have developmental Hostess, Busser. & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
disabilities, has part & full time
2pm to 4pm. Monday thru Friday
employment opportunities.
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
If you are interested in living
with a developmentally disabled
individual in exchange for rent: or
CROCODILE CAFE
assisting someone during the HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
week with daily living skills such Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call Come join our talented team of
hosts, food runners, bussers, and
Shannon at 408/282-0410.
If you would like information servers. We’re always accepting
about the FE benefited positions applications. Please apply in
of job coach and instructor (day person Monday .Thurday, 2- 5pm.
activity, work activity or senior 2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
center program) or PT substitute
positions in various programs TEXTBOOK information Processor
($9/hr) call Valerie in HR at Spartan Shops, Inc. San Jose State
University. Spartan Bookstore,
408/748-2890.
We have flexibility to work textbook dept. is seeking a bnght.
around a student schedule for the intelligent, energetic communicator
PT work & are located close to as liaison with faculty for the
SJSU. FT positions come with acquisition of textbook adoptions.
excellent benefits. This is a good Must be computer literate with (2)
opportunity to get practical experi- years of clerical customer service
ence in the field & work with a experience. Benefit package.
great group of clients & staff. All Ince medical, dental. retirement.
Mon -Fri. 8am-5pm. $21k-$25k.
majors welcome.
Resume to: Spartan shops. Inc.
Assoc. Dir. Human Res. 1125 N.
A.P.STUMP’S, SAN JOSE’S
7th Street, San Jose, CA 95112.
PREMIER RESTAURANT
FAX: 408-924-1910.
has opening for energetic
professional & upbeat evening
host. Please apply M-F between SEEKING PART-TIME NANNY
the hours of 3pm & 5prn at
Flexible, afternoon hours. 15- 25
hrs/wk. Great pay. Non-smoker.
163 West Santa Clara St.
Los Gatos home. 408-399-0022.
WANTED! PT 8, FT STAFF that
want to have fun working for the NOW IS THE TIME for a new part
YMCA w/school age children. Good time job. or paid internship for the
pay, flexible hours, good benefits. new year. Flexible hours available.
Call Christi, 3601370.
Call 408.257-7160 ext. 18.
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Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 4. consecutive issues receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive issues. receive 20% off.
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off.
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address
Cry a State
Phone
Send cheek or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily classifieds
Sari Jose State University
SanJoee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline: 10:00 a.m, two weekdays before publication.
III All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads.
II Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
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To my SHINING STAR
in the sky. Thank you for
being my star.
Enaro Thaka
ZaPP,1100.711:4
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Happy Valentines Day
From the Spring 2000
Staff
Spartan Daily Advertising

/
Congratulations to the
Spring 2000 Spartan
Daily Staff.
Happy Valentine’s Day

Joshna, Jocelyn,
Dara, Marc,
Carolina, Neil,
Deborah, Valerie,
Lydia, Jennifer,
Marigold, Susie,
Kevin, Stephen,
Tony, Rene
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Love, The ladies of Ai
To my awesome sisters
in Delta Zeta, I love all of
you and wish you a day of
love and happiness.
In the Flame, Rita
XOPPY

To my buns: Have a
great day! I will see you
TO: RENE MORGA
Thank you for being a
part of my life. I love you
so much babe!
Happy Anniversary !
I hope to spend many
more years with you.

..IPt )

tonight. I love you,
Love Blondie
tHappy Valentines
’
day big guy!

Happy Valentine’s Day to
the ladies of DELTA
GAMMA from your anchor
man Rocco and the rest
of your loving studs at
ALPHA TAO OMEGA s:f.

To: the fine snacks
at Ex
(you know who you are)
You guys are rad!

Lov,
Joshna, Jocelyn,
Carolina

’11,ilent,tre
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Madrone bark is red
Ceanothus is blue
Frank Schiavo, your
Envs crew all
love you!

love,6060

P.S. You kissed
me first

To: Suga
Roses are red
Violets are blue
you’re so hot
I wanna snack on you !!
Luv: Big Daddy

44,4K
Happy Birthday to my
lovely Aussie Babydoll
- Erin. I’d crawl through
fire, I’d swim to the
moon, I’d do anything to
be with you.
Colorful love always,
Grizz-Eddy
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To Jaso Nedwards:
We wish there were 3.14
of you so we didn’t have
to share. Much love & scrilla
on valentine’s. From your
HotMamas.com
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To the Band lobby
you are the sunshine of
my life! Love Always,
The Band
Lobby Residents

44444PIL

4.,
Clyde
Jack

urn
Julia

Caroi

To SJSU: Wanted help
with Web design and
e-commerce
maintenance
also with Business
and marketing plan

From the Spartan Daily
Advertising
Spring 2000 Stalt

D,
Thanx for being such a
great friend.
Happy V-day Love ya,
Rum:)

Dearest Matt:
You’re the only snack
in my life. Yes, I will
marry you.
Forever yours,
Lisa

Call Paul
@ 408 729-1824
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Chip- 2 the cutest
Talking
Head: U R cool, and
stuff!
131433
k,C
-Kark
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To: the Incredible Superstar
B-ballers.Looking forward
to watching your snacki
bus for the rest of the
season play hard, your
#1 fan

To: the Wonderfully snacki
girls of Delta Gamma,
Can we be your
Valentines?
Anxiously waiting,
the men of XAE

Kevin "HEAD" Reduta

For: Jeremy Luck
Having met you, I
consider myself very
"Luck"!
Love, Leslie Lei

JC, BG, DR, RS, TD

>-0’441141W-At.

To Linda "HEAD" Agra
I’m sorry for all the pain I
caused you. I realized I
made the biggest mistake
of my life by hurting you,
And I’m going to do all
I can to make it up to
you. I LOVE YOU BABY!
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Joshie,
You’re the best. I’m
glad we became such
good friends. Happy V-day
Love ya, Rum
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Hey Handsomejust wanted to tell you
I Love you
& Happy Valentine’s Day.
Love,
Krissy

Happy Valentines Day to the
Ladies of DELTA GAMMA,
Especially to my
favorites... Danielle, Susie
and Kim. Always "The King"
Xaffu011e110
i)a want
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Hey bouy,
Happy Valentines day!
I love you so much.
Love, mama
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